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INTRODUCTION 
LET V be a compact differentiable submanifold of R”. It is known (see [S]) that, if 
n>2dim V+ 1, (1) 
then I’ can be approximated by regular real algebraic subvarieties F of R” (in particular 
each F is isotopic to I’). 
In this paper we prove that the same result holds even if the condition (1) is not satisfied. 
So we have: 
THEOREM 1. Any compact difSerentiable submanifold V of UP can be approximated bq 
regular algebraic subvarieties of iw”. 
PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
The complexification of a map 
In the following we shall consider the canonical identifications: 
lRn~RnX{O)CR”+p, Iw”c;P”(Iw), d=“cFP,(@). . . . 
All these sets are endowed with the Zariski topology. We shall denote, for any affine 
subvariety X of R” (or of Pn(R)): 
c(X)=complexification of X=: closure of X in @” (or in P,(Q); 
p(X)=projective completion of X =: closure of X in PJrW); 
C(X) = projective complexification of X =: closure of X in P.(C). 
Clearly we have: 
C(X)=c(p(X))=c(X). 
In fact C(X) is the closure of X in P,(C) and it will often be called: the projective 
complexijication of X. 
Remark 1. The notions of complexification and of projective completion depend on the 
imbedding X 4 R”. 
Let now VC If%“, WC 52” be a pair of real afine varieties and rp: V-+ Wan algebraic map 
(i.e. cp is a rational regular map). 
In the following we shall identify V with: 
To=((x, y)EwXaBmcP,(IW)xP,([W)~xEV, y=fp(x)}. 
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Moreover P,(R) x P,,,(R) shall be considered as the real part of P,(c) x P,(c)c PN(@). 
Hence we shall have: 
p( V,) = closure of V= I-q in P”(R) x P,(R) 
C( V,) = closure of V- Ta in P,(c) x P,(c). 
A consequence of this construction is that there exists an algebraic map 
C(q): C( V+,)+C( W) that extends cp (it is enough to consider the natural projection 
P,(@) x P,(@)-P,(@) restricted to C( V,)). 
Dejinition 1. The algebraic maps C((p)(C( V,)nV and C(q) are called the afine 
complexification and the projective complexi@ation of cp. 
In the following, if we are concerned with one map cp, we shall write C(V) for C( V,). If X 
is a complex algebraic subvariety of P,(c), or of a=‘, we shall denote X, the set of real points 
of X. In the following we shall study the relation between cp( V) and C(q) (C( V)),. We begin 
with: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let cp: V+R” be an algebraic map between the real a&e subvarieties 
Vc R”, R” and C(q): C( V)+P,(@) the projective complexi$cation of cp. Then we have: 
(i) C(cp):(C(V))nR”=cp(V)=:closure ofcp(V) in R” 
(ii) for any y E q(V) - cp( V) the set C(q)- l(y) is an algebraic closed subvariety of C(V) 
deJned over R. Moreover we have: l%“nC(q)-l(y)= 0. 
Proo$ (i) It is well known that C(q) (C(V)) IS a closed complex algebraic subvariety of 
P,,,(c) (see [2]). This implies, clearly, that C((p)(C( V))nR”=: W is a real closed algebraic 
subvariety of IR” containing cp( V). We must prove: W= cp( V) . Let us remark that, if 
Ws cp( V), then W has an irreducible component not contained in cp( V). This implies that: 
(1) C(cp(V)s C(W) 
and this contrasts with the minimality of the complexification C(V) of V (in fact (1) implies 
C(V3C(cp)-‘(C(cp(v))). 
(ii) C(q) is an algebraic map defined over R, hence C(q)-‘(y) is a closed algebraic 
subvariety of C( V) defined over R. The relation C(q)- ‘(y)n R” = 0 is clear because 
Y f cp( 0 
The proposition is proved. 
Let cp: V-t W be an algebraic map between the real affine subvarieties Vc II?‘, WC R” 
and R: V+lR’ a rational regular map. Then there exists an open neighbourhood c( V)’ of V in 
c(V) and regular rational maps c(~S):c( V)‘+Q c(q): c( V)‘-c( W). If we denote 
l+b=(cp, 4): v-blQm+l then we have the commutative diagram: 
e*) 
c( V)‘-----+C m+l 
I I id P 
c c(9) 4 
c(V)’ -C” 
(3) 
where p(x,, . . . , x,,,+~)=(x,, . . . , x,). In this situation we have the trivial, but useful: 
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LEMMA 1. In the diagram (3) we have: 
c(q)-‘(c(cp)(c( V)‘)nRm)2~($)-1 (c(lc/)(c(W’)n~“+‘). (4) 
Proof: Let yEc($)-l(c($)(c(V)))nRm+l ), then the coordinates of c($)(y)=((c(cp)(y), 
c(A)(y)) are real. This implies that c(q)(y)~ R” and hence y E c(q)- ’ (c( cp) (c( V)’ n R”)).The 
lemma is proved. 
Remark 2. If x,, . . . , x,, y,, . . . , y, are the coordinates of @“, @“, and cp is given by: 
(l) yicpi (x19 . . . 3 x,), i=l, . . , m, P,EIw[x,, . . , x,] 
C( V,) has equations: 
(2) 
i 
yi=pi(xO> . . . 9 xfz) 
yo=xo 
where i? is the homogenisation of R. If h E R [xi, . . . ,x,]letusdefine$=:cpxy.t+kis 
given by: 
I 
Yi =Pi(Xl,. . . ,Xm), i=l,. . . ,m 
(3) 
Y 
1 -h(x,, . . . ) x,) 
m+l= h(x,, . . . ,x,) 
C( VJI) has equations: 
(4) Y,+J(X i 
yix$-y,iji(xO, . . . ,x,)=0, i= 1, . . . , m 
0,. . ., x”)-yo(xd,-~(xo,. . . ,x,))=O 
If c(cp) is defined in the open set U c C(V) and PE 0, then c(q) can be extended in p if one, at 
least, of the numbers P,(p), X,(p) is different from zero. If nb: P,(C) x P,(C)+P,(@) is the 
natural projection and rr,=: TC~,,-(~,,, then if cp can be extended to a regular map 
c(q): U-P,,,(@), U open in C(V), then x,: rr;l (U)-+U is an isomorphism. 
In general c(q) cannot be extended to C(V) and C( V,) is the blow up of C( V) along the 
set {pi = . . . = P, = x0 =O}. The same property holds for the map Ic/ and C( V,); we deduce: 
n,‘(U’)1; U’ 
n n 
C( v*, C( v,, 
isanisomorphismwhereU’=C(V,)-({~=O}n{xo=O}).Ifp~C(V~)-U’,thenXo(p)=O 
and one, at least, of the numbers P,(p) is different from zero (because C( V,)+P,(@) is well 
defined, see (2)). 
This implies, (see (4)), that II,+ 1(p) has the form (0, y, , . . . , y,, 1 ), if PE C( V,)). So we 
have proved that the set of points where C( V+) is not isomorphic to C( V,) has image, under 
7r m+lr contained in the hyperplane at infinity. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let V he a real afine subvariety of IT!” and c( V) c C” the complexification 
of V. Let c(S) be a closed complex subvariety of c( V) defined over Iw and K c V a compact set 
such that Knc(S)=@. !fh: U/-*R is a C” function dejined on a neighbourhood U of K and 
YEN, C>O, there exists PEIW[.U,, , x,] such that: 
(1) I/P--RII%<Z:, where IIgjl;=sup 1 
Pg(x1, . . . 9 x,) 
XEKCISY ax?, . . . ,a+ x 
+ IgWl 
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(2) Plc(S)=O. 
Proof We wish to prove that: there exists R E Iw[x,, . . , x,] such that: {R =O) 1c(S), 
and {R=O}n[Wq=c(S)n[W”. In fact, for any x~lR”--c(S), there exists R,E[W[.Y,. . . . . .x,] 
such that R,(x)#O, R,Ic(S)=O. By compactness we may choose R,,, , RXq such that 
R = i RzX satisfies the above conditions. 
i=l 
Let now consider the C” function g=R/R: U’ + [w. By Weierstrass approximation 
theorem we may approximate g with SE R [x,, . . . , xn] in such a way that: P = R. S satisfies 
conditions (1) and (2). The proposition is proved. 
THE MAIN THEOREM 
Let V be a compact differentiable submanifold of R” and d, d’ two metrics on R” and on 
G,, 4= Grassmann variety of q-dimensional linear subspaces of KY, q =dim V. A differ- 
entiable submanifold W of R” is called an C-approximation of P’ if there exists a diffeo- 
morphism 0: V-+ W such that: 
(1) d(x, o(x))<C, XE ?’ 
(2) d’(TvX, T,,)<E, XE V, y=a(x), where TvX, Tw, are the tangent subvarieties to P’, W 
in x, y. 
Definition 2. We shall say that V has an algebraic approximation in R” if, for any X > 0, 
there exists an C-approximation WC K?” such that W is a regular algebraic variety. 
The main result is the 
THEOREM 1. Any compact difirentiable submanifold of [w” has algebraic approximation 
in KY. 
To simplify the proof we shall first prove the weaker result: 
THEOREM 1’. Any compact differentiable submanifold of [w” has an algebraic approxima- 
tion in IW”+l, 
Proof (of Theorem 1’). The result is known if n+ 122dim P’+ 1. More precisely we know 
(see [S]) that, if Rz4+’ l[Wn, there exists, for any C >O, a regular algebraic variety 
WC iw2‘7+ 1 2 IX”, such that, if rr: [w2¶+ ’ -+lR” is the natural projection, the following holds: 
(i) W is a regular algebraic X-approximation of V in R2q+1 
(ii) TC: W+7c( W) is a Nash (and hence an analytic) isomorphism 
(iii) n(W)= n( W)uS, where x(W) is the Zariski closure of n(W) in R”, S is a real affine 
subvariety of R” and dim S < q. 
Moreover n( W) is a regular analytic (and Nash) E-approximation of V in R”. Let us denote 
w’= 7c( W) c iw” and c( W’), c(S) the complexifications of W’ and S. If N(c( U”))%( W’) is 
the algebraic normalisation of c( HJ’) we have: 
(a) N(c( W’)) and 0 are defined over R and we may suppose N(c( FY’)) is an affine subvariety 
of @’ 
(b) the algebraic normalisation N(c( w)) coincides with the analytic normalisation of 
c( W’) (see [3] Vol. 2, p. 320) 
(c) e-‘(c(S,))nfl-‘(c(~( W,))=0, f or any x E 7c( W), where c(S,), c(z( W),) are the analytic 
germs of c(S) and c(x( W)) in x. 
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We remember that 8-‘(x) has one point for any irreducible analytic component of the 
analytic germ c( WL); 8- ‘(c(S,)) . . . means the set of points associated to the irreducible 
components contained in c(S,) . . . Property (c) is a consequence of the fact that n(W) is a 
regular analytic variety (see(ii)) and of property (b). 
Let C(0): N(C( W’))+C( IV’) be the projective completion of 8, N(C( W’))cP,.(@). Let 
us denote 
and 
I(C(@_ ‘(n( W))l=:,,& C(e)- ‘(c(x( W)),). 
Condition (c) says: 
(c’) lc(e)-‘(c(s))lnic(e)-l(~(~))I=0. 
Let H be an hyperplane of P,(C), defined over Iw, such that does not contain any irreducible 
component of I C(e)- ‘(C(S))1 and H n I C(e)- ‘(x( W))l = 0 (the generic real hyperplane 
near to P,,(C)--@” has this property). By proposition 2 and (c’) there exists a regular 
function A : PC(C)- H+@, defined over lF& such that: 
(p) R approximates the constant function 1 on a neighbourhood of /C(B)-‘(rc( W))l. 
Letgi=XicC(0),i=l . . . n, be the coordinate functions of @” 3 c( E”) composed with C(H). 
Let us consider the map IC/:N(C(W’))nP,.(@)-(Hu{A=O0))+@”+’ defined by $(x) 
=(91(x). . . g,,(x), h(x)-‘- 1). Properties (c’) and (/?) imply that V’=: Ic/(IC(O)-‘(Tc( W))l) is 
a Nash regular approximation of V in IWnil. 
PROPOSITION I. Remark 2 and the above construction prove that V’ is an algebraic 
closed subvariety of l!?+ l. In fact we may apply Proposition 1 to I(/ and observe that, from 
the last part of Remark 2: C(ll/)-‘(lR”“)clv(C( We) is isomorphic to an open set of 
(C( W,,,) and this implies (see a)) the claim. 
The complexification c( V’) of V’ is analytically regular at any point x E V’ hence c( V’) is 
also algebraically regular in x (see [4]). This proves that V’ is algebraically regular, and 
hence the theorem. 
Proof (of Theorem 1). If q = dim V= n - 1, then V is a differentiable complete intersec- 
tion in the sphere S” 3 [w” and hence can be approximated, in [w”, by algebraic regular 
varieties (see [S]). Let now suppose q < n - 1 and that Vl is a regular algebraic approxim- 
ation of V in K!“+l (see Theorem 1’). By corollary 3.19 of [2] we can find two linear 
projections: p’: KY’+ 1 + R”, p” : R”+ R”- ’ such that: 
(i) p’: V, -p’( VI)=: r/, is a Nash isomorphism 
(ii) p”op’: VI-(p”op’)(V,)=: V,cR”- ’ is a birational map between V, and the affine 
variety v, = r/, US,, where v3 is the Zariski closure of V, in iw”-‘, and S, = v3 -p”( V,). 
Moreover we have dim S, < q=dim V. In fact in [2] it is proved that a generic linear 
projection 
4: KY+l+K!-l has the property: 
q: V, +q( VI ) is birational. 
To prove (i) it is enough to remark that any Nash map near (in the C’ topology) to a Nash 
embedding is a Nash embedding. The inequality dim S, <q is proved as in [ 11, Lemma 1.1. 
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Let now consider the complexifications c( &)Ff E = closure of y in R”( or R”- ’ ), i = 1,2, 
3, and the algebraic normalisation N(c( VZ))+c( VZ) of c( V2). We have the following 
diagram: 
c( Vt)c@“+l 
1 QP’) 
@“~N(c(V,))~c(~*)~c(p’)(c(V,))ca3” 
1 C(P”) 
c( V,)cF-l 
Now. we remark that c( V2) is analytically regular in the points of V,, hence, because the 
algebraic normalisation coincides with the analytic normalisation, we have: 
~-1(c(V*)x)f-j~-‘(c(P”)-‘)((c(W,)=021, V’XEV,. (1) 
Now we may suppose, after linear change of coordinates, that the linear projection c(p”) has 
the form 
c(p”)(x,, ‘. 5 &)=(x1,. . . , x,._~) and (x.=O}nV,=@. 
Let h, = X, 0 8: N(c( V,))+@. As in the proof of theorem 1’ let us denote 
By (1) we may apply proposition 2 and find, as in the proof of theorem l’, a regular function 
h: N(c( r2))+C such that: 
(a) h approximates hi ’ on a neighbourhood of 1 O- ‘( V2)1 and h is defined over R 
(b) hl(le-‘(c(p”)-‘c(S,))I)=O 
(c) if 0*: V*+C( V,) is the projective completion of 8 V*cP,(@), then h is zero on 
i(e*)-t(c(PYC(s,))i. 
Now we define $=(c(p”)o 8, h-l): c( V,)-{h=O}-+@“-’ x @=@“. From condition (a) and 
the fact that the Nash embeddings fashion an open set, we deduce that v’=: $( ItI- ’ ( I/,)l).is 
a regular Nash variety that approximates I/ in UP. As observed in the proof of theorem l’, 
proposition 1 and remark 2, show that V’ is a closed algebraic subvariety of R”. Again we 
remark that the complexification c( v’) of V’ is analytically regular in any point of V’, hence 
v’ is algebraically regular. 
The theorem is now proved. 
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